Telescope Check List

Instructions: Write down what you want on the blanks, and if a used telescope comes up you have the check boxes to quickly let you know if it is worth taking a look at it.

- Manufacturer or Brand? ________________________________
- Model Number? ________________________________
- Type of telescope? ________________________________
- Aperture Diameter? ________________________________
- Mount Type? ________________________________
- Magnification Ability? ________________________________
- Price Range? ________________________________
- Eyepieces Wanted: ________________________________

What is the same telescope’s new price? __________________

Typically a used telescope can run 50% of the price of new from a private individual. A shop can get up to 80% the value of new. They will offer warranty most likely though.

Of course, use your own judgment; a telescope still in its box and never used, or barely used has a higher value than the same telescope stored in a garbage bag.